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Homra, Dunn Win Citizenship Awards
From the FHS "Kennel"
The faculty of Fulton High school
has selected the winners of the
Citizenship Award for 1988. Cindy
Homra and David Dunn have been
chosen by the faculty as the recipients of this outstanding honor.
The Citizenship Award is presentc1 annually to the most deserving
boy and girl in the school. The winners of this award must be members of the KENNEL staff and are
chosen on the basis of honesty, inejerity, service to school, leadership, courage, and academic
achievement. Academic achievement is probably the least important of the requirements, but is always taken into consideration.
Having recently been named Outitanding Teenagers, Cindy and
David have added this award to
,heir long list of honors. Some of
-heir more outstanding achievements include co-editorship of the
KENNEL which has caused them
nany long hours of work to prolure an award-winning paper. They
save also served as class officers,
ind have participated in many
clubs such as National Honor SoiAety, Quill and Scroll and Future
Teachers of America. Even with all
if this work, they are still honor
students.
Their individual achievements
l'ould be added to the list to show
ven more why these very deservng students were chosen for the
iward. Cindy, daughter of Mr. and
Hrs. Fred Homra, has been a
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NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page Om)
Maddox wants the superintendent elected or appointed."(See story on this page for Maddox-Clapp
bill.)
"Four years from now people won't remember
about Nunn's tax increases and people will be
ready to believe somebody else's lies."
"There's always gonna be some kind of a war.
rm just waiting for the weather to clear up so I can
play golf and forget it all."
And so it goes! It seems, to matter not how
many missionaries, war correspondents, commentators, concerned officials and educators warn of
the grave and dismal condition of our world today,
our people for the most part seem so sincerely disinterested that they just know that somehow,somebody will do something and the whole thing will
just blow away.

Cindy Homra

David Dunn

cheerleader for three years, co-editor of the KENNEL, president of
FHA, secretary of FTA, secretary
of the District MYF, class oficer,
candidate for Miss VHS, candidate
for Homecoming Queen, and delegate to Girls' State. She is a member of the annual staff, and was
voted Most Likely To Succeed by
the Senior Class.
David, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. G.
Dunn, has participated in football
for four years, track for two years,
and basketball for one year. He is

a member of the Bulldog Club, an
officer in FTA, National Honor Society, and president of the Senior
Class. He is co-editor of the KENNEL, has been a candidate for Mr.
FHS, and is an Eagle Scout. David
was a delegate from Troop 42 to
the World's Fair. He was voted
FHA Sweetheart and Most Likely
To Succeed.
Congratulations to Cindy and
David as they again prove themselves worthy of a high honor-the
Citizenship Award.

It is my honest opinion that those
who have shown opposition to this
tax are denying themselves and
their children untold benefits not
only now but for the future. They
are also denying their own comdirectmunity an opportunity for greater
Many of us do not benefit
ly from all taxes. For instance, expansion industrially and educathose who do not own automobiles tionally.
help pay county, state and federal
Avery Hancock:
highways; those who do not own or
operate farm land help maintain
The state library of Fulton Counsupport prices and soil bank pay- ty is one of the finest assets Fulton
for
services
ments as well as other
and Hickman has, but due to the
the farmers. Yet, if we did not present tax rate, the people of °I:entire
our
benefits,
these
have
community may have to see the licountry would suffer. So it is with brary dissolved. The tax rate is six
the library tax our community will cents to one hundred dollars, asdefinitely be less progressive, less sessed on the property of people
attractive to outsiders and, on the throughout Fulton County. Therewhole, more culturally deprived.
fore the farmers and the people
who own substantial amounts of
land are having to pay the majority of the tax.
If the residents of Fulton and
Hickman want to keep this library,
I feel that the public should circulate a petition for a sales tax to
cover the expense of maintaining
=I I=
the library and state program. Also
the people of Obion Coenty, who
profit by the present libralry system
can share the expense, under the
sales tax.

Forum Participants Voice Views
Concerning Library Tax, Petition
From the FHS "Kennel"
Question: What is your reaction to
he petition against the library tax?
Mrs. Bennett:
Taxes of any kind are never popu'ar and, today, are even more unIopular because of inflationary coniitions. However, since our communities, states and nation are de)endent upon their citizens for
money to operate, we have no other
.hoice than to tax the people for
he necessary revenue.

Washington's Birthday
SALE SPECIALS
(Thursday, Friday, Saturday only!)

22c
One lot TV Lamps
$ 3.22
1 Lot table lamps
$14.22
1 Set of 3 tables
$16.22
Metal Chifferobe
$42.22
Wood Chifferobe
$27.22
Kitchen Cabinet
$52.22
Reclining Chair
$ 3.22
Patio Table
$ 3.22
1 Lot pictures
$22.22
Chest of Drawers
$89,22
2-Piece Plastic living room suite
$119.22
3-Piece bedroom suite
Elec. steam iron, pad, cover and ironing
$14.22
board
$ 1.22
Linoleum rugs
$ 9.22
Electric drill (1/4)
$19.22
Electric saw
$ 3.22
Electric clock
$ 8.22
Electric mixer (Hamilton Beach)
$ 8.22
Electric healer
$22.22
Stewart Shear Master
$ 5.22
22-Short cartridges (500 carton)
$ 9.22
GE Percolator

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

—

472-1101

Julie Powell:
Some pec.ple seem to think the
petition to abolish the library tax
is terrible because they believe the
signers don't want a library, period.
This is not true. Most Of the signers are very much in favor of the
library, but they consider the tax
too high for some landowners. A
farmer who owns a large farm
pays considerably higher taxes
than the city dweller who owns
only a small lot. Is this fair?
I am very proud of the good citizens of Fulton County who are
working together now trying to find
a way to keep our library. If we
cannot settle our difference in a
friendly way in Fulton County, how
can we expect the nations of the
world to work together for peace.
James McCarthy:

But not the bright and eager young men and
young women who populate the class-rooms of our
great colleges and universities. They are vitally
concerned with our decision-making today, and
about the people who make these decisions.
All of us are living in an aura of cataclysmic
change. Here at Vanderbilt University these last
few weeks we have had the opportunity to hear
both sides of the story in Vietnam. Edward Martin,
a brilliant war correspondent of Newsweek magazine, who was expelled from Vietnam by a dissident
governor, told of the-unbelievable horrors of that
F-gst Asian war. .. of atrocities to soldiers and civilians and to our American fighting men.
Monday night, Rev. William S. Coffin of Yale
University, who is under Federal indictment for
resisting the draft, told an audience of more than
1000 students that "civil disobedience is as American as cherry pie."
I shuddered at the long and thunderous applause he received following this statement.
Several days ago Undersecretary of State Lucius Battle was here to defend the position of the
American government in the Vietnam conflict. Oddly enough, his address was received with only polite acquiescence.
Tuesday afternoon I participated in a panel on
"Military and Foreign Policy Aspects" of the
United States' involvement in Vietnam.
This particular series on Vietnam closed on
Tuesday night with an address by Father Richard
Lyons, director of the East Asian Research Institute.
I have attended every session. Needless to say
it has been an enlightening experience, though
perhaps a sad one. Sad because I wonder how we, as
newspaper editors can fulfill our community obligations by challenging you to accept the responsibiliall
ties we face to maintain our communities in
their wholesomeness.

Adult Course
Offered On TV

"HELM'S HEALTHIER HEAVY
LAYERS - Forty Years Flock Improvement. Contest Winners • Records 300 Eggs. Pullorum Clean Sexed Chicks. HELM'S CHICKS,
PADUCAH."

How good is your life going to
be?
It all depends on what your idea
of "good" is, according to a
Christian Science lecturer in Fulton on Monday, February 19th.
Edward C. Williams, C. S. B., of
Indianapolis, Indiana, challenged
an audience here with the question:
"Who can really say what is
good?"
Most people agree that "whatever satisfies is good," he said—
but "there are countless conflicting
opinions about what really satisfies.
"Satisfaction and peace can't
be purchased at the drugstore,"
he declared. "Material concepts of
good don't satisfy the deep human
yearning for lasting contentment.
Eventually mankind is compelled
to look for a more permanent
good .. . It is useless to seek good
while disregarding God. This would
make 'no more sense than trying to
fly by digging a hole in the
efrountl."
Mr. Williams, a recognized teacher and practitioner of Christian
Science, spoke here under sponsorship of First Church of Christ,
Scientist. The lecture was presented in church edifice, 211 Carr
Street under the title "What Is the
Good that Satisfies?"
Mr. Williams observed that "one
of the deepest human instincts is to
search for good."
"Yet how often do mortals pursue it without ever seeming to
catch up with it."

PtS

Trombone Recital
Features Eaton
E. J. Eaton, brass instructor at
The University of Tennessee at
Martin, will present a trombone
recital at the UTM Music Building
Auditorium on Monday, February
26,
Mr. Eaton earned his undergraduate degree at Morningside College
in Sioux City, Iowa, and did his
graduate work at Boston University. During this time, he played
trombone with the Sioux City Symphony Orchestra, and several other
instrumental organizations.
The recital is opea to the public
and will begin at 8 p. m.

INDIAN MASSACRES
One of the worst Indian massacres in Kentucky occurred in 1876
on land now occupied by Levi Jackson Wilderness Road State Park
near London.
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(Continued from Pap. One)
president of the Fulton - South Fulton Chamber of Commerce.
The new officers, elected by the
board, were announced Monday
night at the annual Chamber of
Commerce dinner at the Park Terrace. Other officers include Ed
Holt, vice president: and M. R. Jeffress, treasurer.

AC It(
FL,

Mr. McBride is active in civic
affairs of the community and has
served as chairman of the Industrial Committee for the past two
years. He is treasurer of the Fulton
and
Corporation
Development
served one term as Chamber of
years
several
president
Commerce
ago. He is an active member of the
First Baptist Church.
New board members include —
Bob Bay, Charles Binford, Bill Fossett and Dan Taylor. Oat-going directors are — Ernest Fall, James
Green, James Needham and Harold Henderson.
Members still serving on the
board are: Kenneth Crews, Shelton
Owens, Harry Reams, Clyde Williams, James Butts, Ed Holt, M.
R. Jeffress and L. M. McBride.
Kenneth Stanley represents the
Jaycees, Bill Jetton, SF Boosters
and Foad Howe, YMBC.

76 FALLS
On Indian Creek five miles northGuest speaker Raymond McCoreast of Albany in Clinton County is
76 Falls. The creek falls over a mick, manager of Consumer ReLake Cumberland lations for Texas Gas Transmission
ledge into
Corporation.
through 76 different breaks.

Thene-are those who will argue that I should
relax, take it easy, forget these seemingly insurmountable problems.
But if I should do these things; stand by while
evils of complacency and contentment
insidious
the
coltake over all the things that we have worked for
my
lectively and individually, where, except on
doing
not
for
blame
the
fall
should
own shoulders
my share to have avoided it?
These lines I write today are going to be poohby
poohed by some; digested and thought-upon
some and ignored by others.
to
And that is the pattern of human response
these
troubles far removed from the scene. But
tomorrow,
young people who face those problems
well the
full
know
today,
and who are facing them
impact of their meaning.
I hope you do!

When I was told that Fulton
might lose its library I was horrified. The library system in Fulton
and Hickman is a great asset and
plus factor in securing new industry. It does not matter to me how
we keep the library. I do not
WPSD TV will start a high school
dispute the right of petition but
the manner in which it was handled course to prepare those people who
was anything but in a friendly at- have not finished high school to
take the General Education Detitude.
velopment test. (High School
From the student's point of view, Equivalency).
his
schoolthe library is essential to
This class will be taught by
work. Research is demanded more specialists. The time of the class
and more, and without a library
it is next to impossible to do any
extensive work. Also it has been
proved that the scores on aptitude
tests and College Entrance Examination Tests are directly proportional to the students reading ability and vocabulary size. If Fulton
students are to go out into the
world and compete with men and
women who have bad the benefit
of libraries and other aids, there
must be a library here. I am sure
that if any "student" is asked it he
needs a public library, then he will
answer, "yes desperately".
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will be from 6:30 A. M. to 7:00
A. M. and will continue five days
per week for twelve weeks.
The response to this program,
by people from Ballard, Carlisle,
Hickman and Fulton counties, has
been excellent. You are urged to
contact your local Community Action Office (304 Cresap Street, Clinton, Kentucky, telephone number
653-2811), at once if you are interested in this program. It is necessary that books and materials be
ordered as soon as possible.

64
63

66
The COURBET • Y45144
Beautiful Contemporary styled
compact console in grained Walnut
color (Y4514W-6), or in grained
Mahogany color (Y4514R-61. Cabinet
features decorative front molding
and splayed legs with brass ferrules.
Super Video Range Tuning System.

FullZenith
qualityforjust

65
62

$579.95

66

Features the best in Color performance

,'
14,
Wa.s it fate that madeiv3
Yellowswne Kentuckys
NalBourbon?
No.It was taste.
So even though Yellowstone's
10 PROOF
fairly expensive, try this
beautiful Bourbon tonight. $4
"
I,-sr,
soot.

$155

In Bond
Kentucky Streighl Bourbon, 00 Proof P. 100 Pros! Bolded
Yellowstone 1)01111•4 Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.

NEW ZENITH SUPER 50
HANDCRAFTED COLOR TV CHASSIS
Handwired with no printed circuits and
no production shortcuts for unrivaled dependability.
PATENTED COLOR DEMODULATOR CIRCUITRY
Extracb color from the Incoming signal with peak
precision for unsurpassed, true-to-life color hues.
,COLOR TV PICTURE TUBE
SUNSHINE
for greater picture brightness with redder reds,
brighter greens and more brilliant blues.

Roper Television
306 Main St.

4724643
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Fulton County 100
Fancy Farm 62
FANCY FARM, Ky.-Richard
Cagle and Marion Warren
teamed for 47 points to lead
Fulton County to a convincing
10612 win over Fancy Farm
here Friday night.
Fulton County jumped to a
22-14 lead after the initial
stanza and led 426 at intermission.
Warren pumped in 24, !billowed closely with 23.
Joe Elliott had 34 to lead the
Golden Gophers.
22 48 74 100
ream Cellists
14 18 51 41

ATKINS
The Hose Of
GOOD USED CARS
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67 CHRYSLER, full power and
air
47 CHEVROLET pickup
66 OLDSMOBILE 1111, 4-door,
power brakes, power steering and factory air
65 CHEVELLE 4-door, 11-cyl,
automatic
45 DODGE 4-doer, I, automatic, power steering
65 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop; air and power
65 VOLKSWAGEN
Ss FORD Custom 4-cyl. straight
drive
64 CHEVROLET 4-door, impala
63 CADILLAC 4-door hardtop
51 CHEVROLET pickup

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

WFU Lel
RAIO
FULTON. KENTUCKY
11.

jhris .
14551 COUNTY (18/81-15esse 7.
11 mama at. Ward 4.
•ftlie 1.. WNW 11. Indies 4. Hooka
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FANCY FAIN 01)-Pendo 2. Cash
IS. Doan 4. TUrnar 1, Elliott N.
11444aP•011 4. wawa I.
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Two out of every three cars
sold in the United stales every
year are used cars.

We have about 50 cars to
choose from. See Robert Cherry
or James Fuller; they will
trade.

the
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rerEd
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ATKINS
MOTOR SALES
ACROSS FROM COCA COLA
PLANT - Phone 472-3476
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Many of our used automobiles
are one-owner, local, new-car
trade-ins. We sold several of
these new.
We have financing available
through local banks, C. I. T or
GM. A. C.
- BUICKS
64 LeSABRE 4-dr. Power and
Air, 2-tone green
65 LeSABER 2-Dr. Hardtop,
Power and air, blue, custom
44 SPECIAL 4-Dr. White VSAutomatic
63 L•SABR E 4-Dr, Hardtop, VS,
automatic, black, power
63 SPECIAL 4-Dr. 6 Cylinder,
Automatic, Beige
59 4-door; good, solid car
- CHEVROLETS 66 IMPALA 4-deer sedan, 327
engine, VI, powered', pow.
Cr steering, air; white outside, blue trim
66 BELAIR 4-door sedan, VI,
powerglide, green inside and
out
64 CHEVELLE SS 2-Dr, Hardtop, 4 Speed, Bucket, Console, black, 3% motor
65 IMPALA 2-Dr. Hardtop, 4
Speed, Yellow
65 EEL AIR 4-Dr. 6 Cylinder
Straight; Red
64 IMPALA 4-Dr. Power & Air,
Green
43 EEL AIR 4-Dr. Station Wagon, 6 cyl., Straight, Green
stand63 BELAIR 4-door,
ard transmission, brown
2-door
hardtop, 661 IMPALA
cyl; maroon
60 BELAIR 4-door, 6-cyl, standard shift, red and white
- FORDS 66 GALAXIE 500 2-Dr, Hardtop,
VII, Automatic, blue, power
steering
Wagon, 2-Dr.
45 FALCON
Panel, White
-OLDSMOBILES II DELTA 4-Dr. Power &
Automatic, Green
65 U DELTA 4-Dr. Hardtop,
Power, Air, Maroon, Sharp
64 4-Deor Power & Automatic
White
"U" 4-door power & air,
whits

67 MUSTANG 2-deer hardtop.
just like new, amber color,
saddle interior,
straight shift
66 FAIRLANE 501 2-door hardtop, power and air; we sold
it new; an extra clean car
66 CHEVELLE Malibu SS 316,
powerglide; blue, one-owner
Fulton car
65 MUSTANG convertible, maroon, Lay!, straight shift
65 MUSTANG hardtop, VII, 3
Speed, Red
64 GALAXIE SOO sedan, power
steering; white with red
vinyl interior; one owner,
low mileage
64 FORD 4-door, VI, straight
shift
43 CHEVROLET 2-ton with
grain bed, extra nice truck
2-door 6,
43 CHEVROLET
straight shift
42 T-BIRD hardtop, full power
and air, white, red interior
62 PONTIAC Star-Chief sedan,
full power
01 GMC Pickup
59 FORD Pickup

YARD=
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Phone 472-1821
Fulton
Glenn Starks,
Graidy and Gaylen Varden

&a
64
65

- TRUCKS FORD Pick Up VII, Straight,
Long Wide Bed, Custom,
White
CHUM. 1-Ton VII, Long Wheel
Base, Red
CHIEV. Van
GMC pickup, red and white,
327 engine, VII, powerglide
CHEVROLET pickup
JEEP,4-wheel drive
CI-61V. 2-Ten with bed
CHEV. 2-Ten long, wide bed

59
47
57
57
BRAND-NEW CAMPER COVERS for pickup trucks. Let us
show you hew nice they are.

Compromise Auto Inspection
Bill Would Permit Challenge
By BILL POWELL
S-13 Roving Editor
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
Another shot was fired at the
tine auto inspection law this
afternoon in the House and it
is aimed at one of the most
:ontroversial points of the preset* law,
Rep. Foster Petit of Lexington, introduced a bill which
amends the 1986 measure and
allows an auto- operater dissatisfied with Inspection by a
private garage or service station to appeal.
The bill provides that state
highway garages be used as inspection stations and persons
challenging a private inspection
may take his car to the highway
garage.
This can only be done, however, if corrections ordered in
the private inspection would cost
more than tift
An aggreived car owner would
pay the highway garage a small
fee which would be set by the
State Bureau of Motor Vehicle
Inspections.
If the original test is upheld
the repairs ordered would have

65
63
63
63
62
61
61
60
60
60
60
59
53

CHEVROLE1' Impala 4-door
sedan, VI, Automatic
CHEVROLET Van, 6-cyl.
MERCURY 4-door sedan
PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
CHEVROLET 4-doer hardtop; local
OLDSMOBILE F-115 station
wagon; automatic; clean
PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
CHEVROLET Convertible
COMET Station Wagon
PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
FALCONS (We have 2)
CHEVROLET Pickup
CHEVROLET pickup
20-25 ether cars, trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 4724342
North bypass; Ky. side

See These
WE NEED SPACE
At King
YOU GET SAVINGS!
Motor Co.
1967

CHEVROLET BELAIR .4 dr. R&M while
$2295
walls, automatic

1965

BONNEVILLE -4 dr., HT,R&H, air, white
$2295
walls. PB, PS,automatic

1960

OLDSMOBILE - Air, PB, PS, automatic,
$495
4 door

1964

PONTIAC CATALINA - 4 dr., HT. R&H,
air, while walls, Pa PS, automatic __ $1595

1963

BUICK CONVERTIBLE - white walls. PH.
$1095
PS, automatic

1961

CHEVROLET - R&H, white walls ___ $350

1963

RAMBLER - R&H.4 dr.sedan

1983

OLDSMOBILE 88- R&H. whits walks, PB.
$1195
PS,automatic, 4 dr. HT

1986

PONTIAC CATALINA - 4 dr., HT. R&H.
whit* walls.PM PS, automatic -------$2295

1965

PONTIAC STARCHIEF R&H, Air, White
_ $1995
Walls, PB, PS, Automatic

$750

MN*,

Taylor Chev.- kick
Phone 472-2466
Fulton. Ky.
New locations Ky. 307

WI WEST STATE LINE • S [UL

Fish Fry each Friday
Nile.. $1.25

Homemakers

Family Eats Proof

CLEARANI

- OTHERS id PONTIAC GTO, buckets,
console, 4-speed, MAG
wheels; blue
65 SIMCA, 4-door
62 MERCURY Station Wagon,
VII, Automatic

Of interest to
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to be made in 10 days. The
present law directs repairs in
five days.
If a private test is rejected
by the state the bureau operating under the powers of the
Kentucky State Police, would
investigate the operator and if
violations were proved in court
the private businessman could
be fined 6500.
His inspection per nit also
could be revoked.
The bill also provides that a
car owner may be passing the
private operator completely in
favor of the state, and pay the
same $2.50 required for the garage or service station.
The Petit bill follows another
weighty bill introduced in thr2
Senate by Sen. William Sullivan,
Sen. Pat McCuiston of Christian County and others to alter
the present law.
The bill would require proof
of auto inspection upon application for registration of a vehicle not previously registered.
It also would prohibit transfer of vehicles not inspected and
Increase the time for repairs
from five days to ten days.
Sen. McCuiston said he thought
the Senate amendment would
be better than the one Petit
offered.
He said he didn't "like tbe
Idea" of putting the state in the
actual inspection picture.
In one of the most unexpected
and unusual moves of the session the House voted 72-4 to
override committee rejection of
a bill that would do away with
examinations for lawyers in Kentucky.
Rep. Will K. Peace of Williamsburg in Whitley County
made a dramatic appeal to bring
the bill to the floor. He said he
wined to see one man, a constituent, become a lawyer after
"serving his country in World
War II and being badly wounded."
diHe displayed the
of
ploma from the I
. At one
Kentucky School of
stage he threw the diploma in
the waste basket, then quickly
retrieved it.
He argued that no one had
a right to bar a veteran from
=tl!leg law if he had a diPEW, a Lexington attorney,
'Obeid out that the bill was
imbeReveable - that passage
veil epee the door for climbof ezeminations for doctors. sefil MIMS dealers, beauml others.
lap. Medea Dime of Louisthat he
vote
ville odd idler the
Was disappoleled by the "light
way" the motion was handled
and voted upon.
"In my opinion you have destroyed the committee system.
You have just seen the collapse
3f this system in a moment of
levity.
"Others will be back time
after time with motions to reject our committee action," he
said.
The Judiciary Committee has
reported the bill unfavorably
with recommendation that it
not pass.
The sweeping bill isn't expected to survive final voting.
The House also: passed a bill
setting the salary of master
commissioners of a county at
$3,200 a year. The salary comes
from fees in county sale of real
estate, for tax delinquency.
Passed Sen. Tom Garrett's bill
aimed originally at helping Paducah rid vacant lots of weeds
and refuse at the expense of
owners through a lien action.
The bill was amended to take
in third class cities.
Approved 85-4 a bill to designate Glasgow, hometown of
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, as the
site of a University of Kentucky community college. Said
i Rep. Shelby McCallum of Ben(home of
Ins,
Gov. Bert T. Combs) got a coinmunity college. Hopldnsville
(home of Gov. Edward T.
,Breathitt) got one. I guess It Is
Aims for Glasgow."
I The bill drew opposition. Said
'1Rep. Terry McBrayer of Greenup:
"This bill makes room for
the poor dropouts of other states
to attend University of KenLOUISVILLE, Ky,
Sign on a drive-In restaurant:
!Wakdo. kistory seems to be
coseot as more lime its

tucky, Murray, Western, Morehead, Eastern and Kentucky
room
State. It will maks
dropfor those underpriviL
outs from Syracuse."
Passed a bill for a four year
college in Northern Kentucky
80-0. The college permitted by
the bill of Rep. John Mershon
of Ludlow has the blessings of
the Commission of Higher Education.-Passed 80-0 a bill requiring a faculty member or
administrative staff member to
accompany students on a
school sponsored trips.
Passed 85-0 a bill eliminating
the archaic law permitting pay
for police court or quarterly
court jurors only if the defen
dant is convicted.
Pay is $5 a day.

c**************$
:
THE JEWEL BOX
Main at Mulberry
Fulton, Ky.

City Of 70,000
LOS ANGELES-One of California's largest mortgage loans
was for $030 million, to finance
the purchase of tops acres
west of the San Fernando Valley. The ranch was used for
many years in films and television series, but Is slated to be
developed into a city of 70,000.

*

Distinctive Gifts
for all occasions
*lemon& • Watches - Jewel.

SALE!
Mens and Boys
SWEATERS

I

FRI - SAT.

Buy One for Regular Price,
Get The Second One For

220

Washington s\
Birthday Specials
22c
22c
22c
22c
22c
Uc
22c
rix
22c
$1.22
$1.22
$1.22
$1.22
$1.22
$2.22
$2.22
$2.22
$2.22
$2.21
$3.72
8312
$5-22
t1.n
$12.22
$12.22
$14.71

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake St.

Fulton

PORTRAIT SPE IA
YOUR CHOICE:
8 x 10 Bust Vignette

1

ONLY 68c

I

(No Service Charge)

-OR .......,,
11 x 14 Size (Ful/ View)

ONLY 97c' /

I

Plus 50c Service Charge

$1.95 plus 75c Service Charge
1 16 x 20 Full View
All work guaranteed to be as good quality as any picture their size
•t any price. Your choice of several beautiful proofs
NO AGE LIMIT -Only One Special Per Person
or Two Per Family

1 - Only Westinghouse
T. V.- Only - $12.22

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24th I

FEBRUARY 22-23 - 24
PRICES GOOD ONLY

Railisoad Salualkses
Lake Ss. - Patke, Ky.

Each dollar contributed to the
Bishop..' Overseas Aid Fund,
which supports Catholic Relief
Services, is multiplied 25 to 30
times its actual value in obtainbag relief supplies.

Ranch To Become

Prices Get The Axe

Safe Way Oven Cleaner
Ladies Cologne
Pkg. 25 Styrofoam Cups
33 RPM Albums
Ceramk Ash Trays
Rubber Auto Floor Mats
Doll Clothes
2 for
Chair Webbing
Spray Starch
Pc. Steak Knife Set
200 Wall Pictures
97c Spray Paint 2 for
Pint Thermos Bottle
Oil Lamps Pair
Alarm Clocks
13.1111 Roos 3' x 5'
18 lb. Enamel Roaster
Full Size Car Mats
M•sterkots Latex Paint
Victory Latex Paint
Spice Racks
Elec. Wall Clocks
Steam & Dry Irons ..
Room Size Rugs
Childs Table & Chairs
4 Speed Record Player .

ECONOMICAL GIVING

Of Record Size Egg
- Mrs.
KEOTA, Iowa
Hazel Sievert thinks one of her
hard working hens may have
set a record but she says the
Sievert family ate the proof.
She said the eight-pound Cornish hen laid an egg which measured 7% inches around the
middle 9 inches around the
ends, and contained four yolks.

L

SHOOTING HOURS 11

.

A. M. To 5 P. M:

RAILROAD SALVAGE

mmpoase-oinesq

WE ARE NOW CELEBRATING OUR SIXTH

'11

ANNIVERME
We would like to take this means of
thanking you, our customers,for making
this our greatest Anniversary ever!
-Billy and Barbara Gilbert

411.•

And yea 02'11 it more at the
CREAM!
D

DARI-,c,REAM
Your One-Stop Drive-k.

RRACE RESTA RANT

Fish Fry each Friday
Nile ... $1.25

1 4 P4pr
-414.

8141-rrect, Print

Pr;nts hows t

THE GIRLS

DAWYM/0

By Franklin Fagot

IT'S UP TO YOU

Easy-To-Make Turkey Enchiladas

SCARCELY a ripple was notired in the International
press at some recent statements
made by Secretary General
U Thant of the
United Nations
at a Quaker conference held in
Greensboro,
North Carolina,
last summer.
As a foreign
diplomat working in the United
Nations, at its
headquarters in
in New York,
Ih. Kershmer U Thant is a

SC/14,04

"I want to make certain I have my insurance identification
ford They always ask for that first at the hospital."

0
ettli
0.0

Pafco Lauan Paneling

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, February 22, 190

SU-UV—HY
guest of-The—UrreeTti
enjoys many diplomatic privito publicly
right
no
has
and
leges
express his opinions about the
foreign policy of any country and
especially, one would think, about
the country whose hospitality he
enjoys. Nevertheless, with rudeness equal to that of de Gaulle,
he charged our country with aggression in Vietnam and said the
war in that country could not be
ended until the United States
recognized that it was "a war of
national independence." He denied that it was a war of Communist aggression, and likened
it to the war for independence in
our country 190 years ago. He
openly declared that he expected

Page 2

the Communists to win, and reY'
ferred.to our country as eroding
"the standards of international
morality."
Let it be remembered that
U Thant is the man on whose behalf our country exercised the
utmost pressure to obtain for
him a second term as Secretary
General of the United Nations.
This handsomely-paid job, with
many perquisites and privileges,
will continue to be held by a foreigner who misrepresents and insults every American citizen
while enjoying diplomatic immunity in our country, as he draws
his princely salary, nearly 40%
of which is paid by the American
people.

t

Lo

BIRTHDAY
1 Group Ladies House & Tennis $1.2241eg.$3 to $6.00)
This recipe for Turkey Enchiladas can be made a day ahead
and kept in the refrigerator or better yet, can be frozen. When
you want to serve something special, out of the freezer cone the
nchiladas.
Turkey Enchiladas
2/3 cup salad oil
package (2 lbs.) Giblet
1 can (8 oz.) tomato sauce
Gravy and Sliced Turkey
with cheese
1 cup chopped onion
% cup chopped green pepper I% teaspoons chili powder
(8 oz.) shredded
cups
2
2 tablespoons melted butter
cheddar cheese
or margarine
12 tortillas (42/," diameter)
Heat oven to moderate (360'1. Heat gravy and turkey 30-40
minutes. Meanwhile cook onion and green pepper in butter until
clear. Dip each tortilla in hot oil for an instant. Drain on absorbent
paper. Remove turkey from gravy. Add tomato sauce and chili
powder to gravy. Heat until smooth. Place one turkey slice on
each tortilla. Spread with small amount of onion mixture. Top
with some cheese. Roll each. Place in shallow 2-quart baking dish.
Pour gravy over. Sprinkle on remaining cheese. Heat 20-26 minutes or until hot. Yield: 6 servings. Note: If refrigerated, heat,
covered, in hot oven (450°) 30 minutes and uncovered for 6 minutes. If frozen, heat without thawing and covered in hot oven
(400') for 1% hours, then uncovered 10 minutes.

— 3- COAT FINISH

$2.22 and $3.22

Childrens Discontinued Styles
1 Group of Men's House Shoes

61.22

Men's and Boy's Odds and Ends
LEATHER SHOES

$3.22 to $6.22

Liquid Shoe Polish

22c per bottle

— BROKEN SUM — HONEST GEO. VALUES —

aid without distinction as to religion, race or color. Take or
mail your contribution to the
nearest Catholic church, or mail
to: Catholic Bishops' Overseas
Aid Fund. Empire State Bldg..
New York. N.Y. 10001

AGE-OLD PROBLEM

$2.22 - $3.22 - $4.22

Ladies Fall & Winter -Shoes

BAY Family Shoe Store

46

Ill

—4- FT. x 8 - FT. SHEETS

25

NO. 1 oNii.ba can.INO PAINTED SWIM

12x24 -Inch Block
Ilc satrARE roar

(IJeempairs BEVIL, lk SQ. FOOT)

, INC.
BUILDERS SUPPLY
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1434

Disaster is cruelest on the old. •
The young can make new starts.
the old are too worn out. Mans
a Vietnamese. like the man
above, has seen his life destroyed
in minutes—his home obliterated, his family killed. For him
there is nothing left but memories and the &impassion of his
fellow man.
Daily,in stricken areas abroad.
thousands of the elderly are
helped by Catholic Relief Services, this year celebrating its
25th anniversary. Catholic Relief
Services is the largest voluntary
service in the world and offers

Attention
Kentucky Vehicle Owners!

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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a
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Men's Long Sleeve

Regular $2.00

SPORT SHIRTS
Regularly
22
$3 and $4
L.

CAFE CURTAINS
172
La

Men's Short Sleeve

TRICOT DRESS SHIRTS
Regularly
1.22
$2.00

Girls

FANCY PANTIES

120

a
a
a
a

We Are analifie' d and Trained To Do The
KENTUCKY STATE INSPECTION.
enmnoommmmnmmmi

Parker's Standard Service
US 45- 51 By Pass, Highlands

•
I
a

472-9087

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Ky. 307 Near By Pass

472-2466

1

a

a
a,
a
a,
a
a
a
a •
a
a
a
a
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a
a
a
a
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a
a
a
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79c Style and Suave

HAIR SPRAYS
while they last!

Ladies Plastic

RAIN HATS

20
520
Pm IL HIRSCH st CO,
$07 BROADWAY.SOUTH FULTON

OPEN S10.11, MOIL "MUS6

CIrrTNI

Cabin Lauan Paneling
AL
1143.25 per sheet

1.170

$3.95 PANEL
CEILING TILE $11.00 A HUNDRED

II

/40AY
07
/
8
ONS"
ASONGT
W

SPECIAL PRICE!

-St-118/4111111%

• EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION...ALWAYS'

rimissibicarmiaiimadissaa.m..1

PrintS
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PORK
CHOPS

F.

SIRLOIN
STEAK

NICE - TENDER
U. S. Government
Inspected
(CENTER CUTS)

LB.

U. S. Choice

Government - Inspected

r. End -Cut
:

CORN - FED
HAND
PICKED
SPECIAL

LB.
Fine - For - Seasoning

llenioless

lb. 29c Fat Back
1 Pork Chops lb. 59c Beef Liver lb. 45c Stew
Pork Chops lb. 79c • Brisket Stew lb. 29c Hamburger lb. 39c Pig Feet
Pork Liver lb. 29c Short Ribs lb. 39c Franks 12-oz.pkg.45c Pork Maws
ic
Southern Belle

Tender

SLICED
BACON

12-oz. pkg.

RIB
STEAKS

REELFOOT

U.S. CHOICE - CORN FED

HAND - PICKED
SPECIAL

BIG
DADDYl
[
BACON

XMISeeeleele

Home Made

While 1 lb. box

NECK BONES•

U. S. Choice - Grade A

U.S. Choice

Loin

lb. 15c
lb. 19c
lb. 19c

LB

— FROM OUR KITCHEN —
Loaf Size

E. W.James Brand 8-oz.

or TEA BAGS box 59c
PIE 8in size $1.29 HOME MADE BREAD 6k 3TEA
POWDERED SUGAR 2for 33c LEMON
Sun Country
Scents
New
Fresh 8-os. Box
46-on. Cans Stolcely's
each 59c AIR FRESHENER each 69c
ii)
idA
5k (Day
TOMATO JUICE 3for $1.00 PIMENTO CHEESE
100 Count
Fresh 16-oz.
bag $2.19
olaz
25 lb. bagioaiirer
79c
45c CRANBERRY SALAD 5k PAPER PLATES
POTATO SALAD
Frell
DOG

Afio
RUMS
COFFEE carnal 10

4

1

3Lb. Can

CRISCO
Kraft 4c Off
I-SOFT PARKAY
Merit Sal.tine

rliA
'

V. DINNERS
13 for $1.00 ROOT BEER 1/2 gal. 3k T.
85c DOG FOOD
Libby's 6-oz. Frozen
2 Lb. Jar Country
Dotunak 1 Lb. Pak.
E
MOLASSES 69c LEMONAD
L..Rd each 25c SORGHUM
1 lb. 39c MARSHMA
Pint
Frozen
Flavors
Assorted
Del Monte VA Size Cans
10for 39c COOL WHIP
3 cans $1.00 CANDY BARS
lb. 23c PEACHES

Pride of. Ill. Cream Style

CREAM
STYLE
303 - SIZE

ORN 5

cans

Como

Morton Frozen All Flavors

Dad's Brand

Pointer Can

$100

,leasel

LLARD

4

LB.

CARTON

4111111011111106

Jack Sprat 2 Lb. Bok

4 Roll Paks

SOUTHERN -BELLE

Betty Crocker Whits

Open Kett1e

each 39c
can 10c
each 2k

go

25 lb. can $4.69
LARD
MIX box 39c ANGEL FOOD CAKE MIX 4k Fancy
TOILET TISSUE 4paks $1.00 PAN
Fresh
Full of Juice Fresh
Stokely's Crushed Ho. 2
Martha White Vs-oz. Box
each 2k
3 for $1.00 TANGERINES 3 doz. $1.00 COCONUT
29c PINEAPPLE
2 SPUD FLAKES
Salads
For
Fancy
Fresh
Fanc
Stokely's 46-os. Cans
Gala Brand 50 Count
each 33c
can 2k HONEY DEW MELONS ea.9k AVOCADOS
25c GRAPE DRINIC
box
NAPKINS

REDNPOTATOES'isuis890 POLE-BEANS l'os' 290
100 TURNIPS LB150
LETTUCE
FANCY

EACH

1611100"""

/king Your No), 3 Quality Stamps Coupon.
Ar•-Good For 300 Fre* Quality Stamps
1.1•••

Why Pay More For Your Groceries. Shop Where
You Always Save! Shop E. W. James & Sons. Our
Ad Runs For 7 DAYS. Why Pay More?

•

,
0

4

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, February 22, 1968
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Happiness Is A Baby Eating

District 27 Girls Tournament
February 20-24
Greenfield High School

by giving to the nearest Catholic church or mailing to:
Catholic Bishops' Overseas
Aid Fund,Empire State Bldg.,
New York, N. Y. 10001.

Dial- 472-1651

Saturday!

__

FULTON

__

Double Feature Action!
— (NCA)

—
NCH ET...11/111402ffe

FRIDAY II SATURDAY
AT 710

Greenfield
OrientisId

"THE RIDE TO
HANGMANS TREE"
JACK LORD
MELODIE JOHNSON

Bye
P.M.
Friday

7

Kenton
6 P.M. Tumidity

8.30 P.M.

Union City

Saturday

Bradford

Hunger may lead to pleasure -- if followed by eating.
But the rude reality is that
millions starve every year.
Catholic Relief Services is
the largest private bulwark
against starvation in the
world. Over 6,000,000 school
children last year ate daily
lunch provided by CRS. In
its 25th year, CRS relies on
American generosity for its
help to all races and religions
Aid the annual drive from
March 17th to March 24th

Con••lation
7 P.M.

730 P.M. Tose•day

Sharon

AT 11:30
SUNDAY NIGHT ONLY
AT TANI
"KING KONG
VS
GODZILLA"

Chemplerinhip

Saturday

P.M. Terisd•y

Thi7c.f.orde'lff.9". .

'IMITATION OP LIFE"
Starring —
LANA TURNER
JOHN GAVIN
SANDRA DEE
CO HIT AT 8:30
"RIDE TO HANGMAN'S
TREE"

Martin

LUC
Line
ins

Meet the maddest mob of money-makers that
ever made a howling mess of the U.S. Mint! •

4.11•1.

SUNDAY NIGHT ONLY
AT 7:00

— PLUS —
Co - Feature (A-MY-Y

MINIM —
•
TEDIEJUIr

COLUMBIA PICTURES
(left

JIM HUN DOROTHY [DINE MILTON BERUJOEY BISHOP
BOB DENVER,
WALTER BRENNAN "Wilds ftNoisc

Sakti

N,
n
for
divi:
lice
nize
fall
spa
A

mu min'!"

EASTMAN COLOR
*-/

aicilk.
ins monelliENEM/AffliL*usaTYaa
Sunday — Monday — Tuesdail

by W.W. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

EVERYBODY NEEDS CALCIUM
Among the minerals required
for the nourishment of the vowing, adult, and aging body, none
is more important than calcium.
The connection of this nutrient
with bones and teeth is generally
recognized. Not so well appreciated is the importance of calcium in other functions. It plays
a vital role in muscle contraction,
Including the action of the heart
and other muscles upon which
life depends. Calcium is essential,
along with vitamin 13, in the enzyme functions by which the body
chemistry is regulated. Blood
coagulation requires an adequate
supply of calcium. The integrity
of nerve tissue and function depends upon it.
The use — metabolism — of
calcium in the body is governed
by vitamin D and the hormone of
the parathyroid glands, four tiny
bodies located near or sometimes
within the thyroid gland in the
lower part of the throat. A hor.
mone from the thyroid may also
Influence calcium metabolism
Required Al All Ages
Calcium is needed at all ages
and stages of growth and development. In the infant, the laying
down of rudimentary teeth and
the structuring of bone require a
supply of calcium. This is obtained before birth from the
mother's blood, afterward from
her milk or milk from other
sources. This implies a special
need for adequate calcium during
pregnancy and lactation; the need
of the nursing mother is particularly urgent.
Bones and iteeth are living tissues which have nutritional

needs. They are not merely inert
structures. Bone is constantly being torn down and built up; during growth the buildup exceeds
the destruction; during healthy
maturity a balance is maintained,
In old age bone destruction may
exceed reconstruction. At any
age, lack of sufficient calcium in
the diet may cause skeleton or
dental deficiencies, muscular disturbances, and blood deficiencies.
Observations of large groups of
subjects disclose that generally
boys and men choose diets richer
In calcium than do women and
girls,

Opening Friday, March 8
Coe a,csse se,cm

— Israeli
JERUSALEM
archeologists digging under the
West Wall have uncovered a
still unidentified structure
which may have housed a synagogue about 1,000 years ago.
The building appears to have
had square arched ceilings.
Government archeologists who
had found only the top of the
structure decided to continue
digging until the entire building
is uncovered. Old books had
quoted travelers in Palestine at
about the 10th century of the
Cornmeal Era as having said
'there was a synagogue at the
site. The archeologists said they
would also attempt to uncover
two layers of soil under some of
the large stones with which the
West Will had been erected.

Lack May Cause Osteoporosis
A bone disease, osteoporosis,
common in aging persons and
more prevalent at all ages than
has generally been believed, is
thought to be due to a lack of
enough calcium, although other
factors have also been implicated.
The bones lose calcium, tend-to
grow brittle and are liable to
break. Hip fractures in the elderly are often associated with osteoporosis, which means, literally,
thinning of the bone structure.
Calcium is not plentiful in all
foods. The major sources are milk
and its products, ice cream,
cheese (cottage and cream cheese
less so), and foods prepared with
milk or milk solids. The best vegetable sources are kale, collards,
broccoli, dandelion, turnip and
mustard greens, peanuts and
dried peas and beans. But these
furnish at best only 25 percent
of the calcium needed. Milk and
its products must do the rest.

te HULLABALOO

N.
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r JAME;
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It's a groovy kind of fun. Strictly tar
teenaprs. With dancing, live entertainment and refreshments. Corns on to the
HULLABALOO SCENE TEEN DANCE CLUB.

Open Every Friday
and Saturday Niles
8:00 to 11:30 p.m.
Martin, Tennessee

GODFREY CAM
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cm**otorior
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1968 CITY AUTO TAGS

••

DELANEY Oil

•

--- 788 ITEMS
i
-- , c:„,..

SALE SPECIALS

IBUY
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ta:0

Jamison
Mattress
and
Box Spring
$89.95 the set

zo ' i BTU .NOW.
1st Payment
June 1st

NOTICE

IS

ry Furnitu

sex

Air Conditioner
$279.95

viLLAc.5 is on'ufrArrs lb 19- CompANY_.
BUT wo'Ro cupPosgP to WATcH FOR
COMO CHRRACTMR 4A1AED MULDOON/7
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Doctor
in the Kitchen'

1,000-Year-Old
Structure Found
Under Jerusalem

Regular $159.00

Magic Chef
Electric Range
30" or 36"
White or Color

$158.88

ALEXANDER
SMITH CARPET
Nylon $4.95 sq. yd.
Herculon $5.50 sq. yd.
Acrilon $6.50 sq. yd.
We Pad It — Install It

NOW ON SALE AT
CITY CLERKS OFFICE
ilEADLINE FEBRUARY 29,1968

CITY OF
FULTON, KENTUCKY

T1

WADE

Plage*

4
A

471.1181
3Wit

4i111111/1!1 eLn114.11111.11

710 call

69
SI
Si

Fulton, Ky.
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way Express for three years sae
then operated the Whitewaytheryice Station and Garage tot 16
years.
Mr. Browder moved to Union
City in 1940 and was later taken
into the service. He rematnedin
service only a few months because of his age and,following his
discharge, worked in Detroit for
the remainder of ttr war years.

LUCKY WINNERS OF WATCHES: Fulton Discount Store on West
State
Lino awarded the above ladies handsome new watches last week follow-

BISHOP

ing a drawing of names registered in the store. The winners, above,
are
(left) Pat McIntosh, Fulton Route 1, and Lee Bell, 509 Orchard Drive in
South Fulton.

Wrong Place
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
A man walked in and applied
for a job at the central records
dlvision of the Metropolitan police station here. Officers recognized him as a man wanted for
failing to appear in court on a
speeding charge. He was turned
over to tbe Metro traffic court.

Choppers Stolen
KANSAS CITY, Kan.
Bernard E. Petrich took his
mother's dentures to a dentist
for repairs and they were stolen
from the glove compartment of
his car.
"They were in a pink plastic
case," Petrich said, "and the
thief may have thought the case
contained coins."

OPEN SUNDAY

of

Of
You May Be Seated For Special
Lunches Such As... Country Ham,
Spaghetti, Oysters, Swim!),
Hamburger Steak, or T Bone Steaks

bar husband.
Also , announced today were
plane for the Browder firm to
move from its long-time location on Second Street to the
R. W. James & Son Supermarket building, soon to be vacated.
Mr. Thorpe said as soon as
sie James firm moves into its
new building, the supermarket
etructure will be completely remodeled. He said they hope to
more ts July or August.
Ns toad ceevreiet compose'

HILL'S RESTAURANT
Ph. 8W5.9934

.with your purchase of
200 pounds of Wayne Calfnip,
the remarkable milk replacer
that gets your heifers off to
"The $100 Headstart" towards
early growth, early freshening
and lactation I
Off.,'Expires March 31,1968.

the Browder Cnevrolet Company of Union City.
Here, Tom Browder points out some of the finer
points of one of the firm's autos.

has outgrown its second Street
location and now has to display
cars and trucks on lots In other
sections of the city.
At the James building it is believed ample display room and
shop quarters will be available.
Mr. Thorpe said he Intends to
fulfill his obligations as trustee
and will be in the office each
clay. The election for the office
of trugtee is next year.
Mr. Thorpe was born in Samhnrr. July 31, 1924. San of Milton H. Thorpe and Jewel Dee Orr
Thorpe, who now live in Tiptonvine.
Following his graduation from
Tiptonville High School,he went
to Mississippi State University on
a football scholarship but the
following year left school to enlist in the Air Force.
He became a filcher pilot and
flew a P-51 ?Austin, in the Pacific during World War
Discharged from service in
1946, he moved to Obion County
and bought a farm in the Herris
Station community. He worked
this IGO acres and rented other
bee wen he became trustee Is

Earl Thorpe, Ohio County
trustee for the past eight years,
has become a partner with Tom
Browder to the operation
Browder Chevrolet Company of
Union City.
The announcement was made
today by Tom Browder, Owner
of the firm since 1953 when he
purchased It from Mrs. Claude
Andrews, following the death of

FOR THE BEST IN SUNDAY
DINNERS - BUFFET STYLE

West Male UNION CITY

LEARNING THE ROPES — Ex.! Thorpe (left),
who has served as Obion County Trustee for
the past eight years, has become a partner In

Thorpe Enters
Auto Business

EVERY SUNDAY
AFTER CHURCH

1960.
Mr. Thorpe was most active
In the re-organization of the
Obton County Fair to 1957 and
served as • fair director mail
he was elected president in HIM
After serving three terms at the
head of the fair he stepped down
following the 1966 fair. wine
.
president of the fair In 19431:
also served as president
z'
Union City Kiwanis club.
Mr. Thorpe Is married to the
former Miss Andy° W.Williams
of Tiptonville. They have tWee
children, Mrs. Robert Joiner of
Jackson, now in school with "bar
husband at Auburn; Marine Cpl.
Jim Thorpe, now in Cuba after
suffering wounds to Yietnam,lInd
David Thorpe, IS, a Junloi at
South Fulton High School.
The Thorpe' are members of
the Bishop Street Church of
Christ.
Mr. Browder was born in Fulton, son of Mrs. Annie E. Browder of Third Street and the late
Boyd Browder. Following his
graduation from Fulton Ilisb
School, he worked for the iffa-

U.

See Us Todey I

L C.BUM and SONS
PRONE 479-2641

MILL
AIIMINIINEN11&,

LYSOL

.t .14011

65C SIZE

f•

3
DISCOUNT

BARBASOL

West State Line

CALM
ROLL ON
DEODORANT

National Brands

REGULAR $1.00

5/9%
COLGATE

FOR

TOOTH
BRUSHES

WOMEN

REGULAR 65C

REGULAR 69t

REGULAR $1.$0

GREAT SAVINGS

FOR

99C

3

REGULAR 790

.3

99t

FOR

HERSHEY
JUJiititd144iltit

REGULAR 59C

FDs

VO5
RINSE

AT

NO GIMMICKS!

99C

FOR

AFTER SHAVE LOTION

OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC Hours: 8 to 8
NO FEE,
NO STAMPS -

In 1946 he became parts Malinger with Andrews Chevrolet of
Union City and was later elieratsd
to the position of general manager. He bought the firm hill153.
Mr. Browder Is married lothe
former Miss Dorothy Snow thusner of Union City, Mr. Browder
has a son, Charles Browder of
Fulton, by a former marriage.

Free
Nipple
Pail!

tY-Y

that "\
nt1 .1

5-DAY
DEODORANT

CANDY BARS
LARGE 120Z.

990

99C
ROLL-ON
REGULAR $1.00 59C
SPRAY

at
Reduced
P rices

v•
Vacias La

REG. 39t

IMpoRub
••••••• ••••••••

.61410 Slit.

3

ALL

ALMONDS_
I

FOR
$100

AT

EFFERDENT
TABLETS
:-'
7

.•11. iI,iui

CORN
HUSKERS
LOTION

[

WITH
PEARLS

INJECTOR
BLADES
REG. 98C 694
DBL. EDGE
REG. 79C

VICKS

viese
.

VapoRub
VrIporalng

Ointment

RESPOND

PLAYTEX NIPPLES,
BOTTLES & NURSERY KITS
AT

49C
690 size .
$1.09 Size .. .69C
51.49 Size .. 89C

PAMPERS
ALL TYPES

HAIR
SPRAY
REG. MSS
ONLY

974

690

LOTION

REG. $1.00
ONLY

69c

REG. $1.00 MANPOWER

DEODORANT St
SHAVE CREAM

494

LOW PRICES

DERMA FRESH HAND

774

ONE-A-DAY
VITAMINS
CHOCK'S VITAMINS
60 COUNT
D1XW MAID

CIGARS
BOX OF 50 $1.39

1

100 COUNT

$11.88
WITH IRON

$1.66
scRIPT0

Lighter Fluid
19(2
FOB 304

NEG.

LYDIA GREY

BATHROOM
TISSUE

4

REGULAR 98t
REGULAR $1.49 79C

990

ONLY 44C

k

•••••

FOR

ALKA
SELTZER

LOW
DISCOUNT
PRICES

HERSHEY'S
'1/..."`:14/i

990 4

69C SIZE
•

1 Bllfitliihl
—
••

AM,

SANS

GIANT
BAR

VICKS
Products

BUFFE

33t

10 For

HERSHEY

990

FOR

SIZES

SPECIAL'
HERSHEY'S
BARS

REGULAR $1.50

REGULAR $2.00
TWIN PACK

The happy
new way
to wash
your fact

Page 5

REG.
$2.69
$169

ROLLS

390

•".••

&
• In Fulion's earlier years. The
- papers .15
•
response to o en- •• • requests
SHOPPER herewith reprints page 1 of theWEELLY FULTONIAN. dated Member 11. IWO. The balance of
this edition. believed to be the oldest copy of a local paper in existence will be published in succeeding weelo.—
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CITILMERTICE REFORM
WHAT AN 01.D FARMER SA TS.
. 1
—
-•
A Mew Amti•Ceiskilag Part7 Mild to be
Thin is the arle.ce of an old man
furring Is the Centeno Hume.
who ha, tilled the all fir fine year*:
lipaltnrht of three more
m
About forty Customs inapectors who l amen
of which I
C
t,mporarily app4inted previous year*, during two •nra
to the clectimi, and who are esekilig have been a tiller of the moil. I cannot
PADUCAH, KY.
Broadway,
•rmaninit appomi.menia were ex,.„,„ PRV that I am now. bin I have been No. 120
owe
not
do
need;
E**
I
have
all
and
rich.
yeterday by Civil Service
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROCERY MERCHANTS
Andrews iVillianie of the Collector'e a dollar, have giVen my clirairen a
Special attention given to Coloring and Enlarging.
Navel
education, end when I am called
the
of
good
Comlindock
..Nit•e and
Fulton,y
Lake Street,
NI. leave Omni enough to keep
the calididetsit came
office.- Mud t
Satisfaction given or no charge required.
and the wolf from tin, door. My experi(.om particular Gaigres;
We keep ronatan My on band the cleicest lot of Fancy and staple grneeri% tr•
Senatorial di-Ilion' in the Siete. ence lien taught ins that.
nen prepared
be found in the city. Clive us a call. We'tsusrantite satisfac•
1. One acre cf
Their permen,iit appolutotent to office,
MILLER.
F.
CHAS.
MILLER.
A.
JOHN
I
Lieu iss every article that leoviel hi %iojp.
Ii Is acid. id part of the proven/me of. end well cultitli tett. prodilem more
POMP
the
only
t II4143farrOt Admiowtration for build. than two which receive
ftnnlementa itpt,on battik.
Alt
kinds et PteiLsod 4
yr
wep.
one.
keep
to
g
anti-Goo
'
'deer
mete;
Ihntat;
.
;
cos •
IA D. 111115RPI-Irr dt 113,
O more profitable
iiutnr.
Topmast'fa ti ve 1 or hog.
ate*
amount
same
the
on
kept
two
than
from
the
Board.,
iu tie Civil 8ervice
Suctfeyor's deputineut, iii whim, the !weenier, to keep one welP.
3 One acre of clover or grass is
,derepetitere appointed by the Collectoç
NO CURF1, NO PAY!
serve, failed to mkt part iti the exami- routed.
PADUCAH. - • KY.
• 4. No farmer who hop' oafs, corn
nation except lor•leir minutes.
The torero of trea-urv Cum misaioner or wheat, fodder, or hay, e.* a
TETTER CURED, OR MONEY REFUNDED!
N. AL Curtis have mitred into the civ- for teti years, can keep the sheriff
Manufacturers of Jewelry. and Dealers in all kinds
il service room, cod Cuirlonns OffiuVrt4 ewer front the door in the toil.
Chains and
5. The Writer who never 'verb. American Movements,'Gold and Silver Cases,
ray that today, when forty temporpapera enters at hook,farining and .Jewelry, Diamond!' Sil*rwdre, etc., etc.
ary eight officers are to he examined.
will probably lin the last of the civil Improvements, slersys' has a leaky
Special attention givhn to Watch and Fine Jewelry
1 roof, broken down fences, and comeervice extuininatkma.
and satisfaction guaranteed in every instance.
Work,
plains of bail ettasone.
6. The term-r who is slew° him
1(10 .Vorth College 817-eel, Nashville,
tr MINERAL up.x.:tr MUST HAVE business and intruets it. to another to
DOMEellt210.
haii a _preparation, used externally, which he guarantees to oureTetter whey
manage, soon has no business to atSkin Eruptions, it matters not of how long standieg. If you are rtuffring
tend to.
from any Skin Disease, now is your time to be cured, as you take no rishfue.
7. The farmer whose habitual bey• 1Criejheral Grant moat hold Pon:e
if my medicine does not cure, I will refund every cent you pay me. Holt
Dealer in all kinds of
ce, an 'natty of his friend.. Peeve is cold water, is heelthier,
per single package, 8140. Per dozen,$12. Special nites by the pro*
in order to tualtitoin his family wesItlirr and wiper then ha who does
asi.f.fiaa dignity, there is one puaition out refuse to drink.
11.
RespectfuilA
r,witich it wool I seem from 'hie pe1,41
Ey.
•
For sale h, T. C. Parker,Fulton,
_
eslier circinuetaooes amiul experience
1.not he must be peculiarly fitted, AliTTHINAI AND EVERrruING TO
PAD UCAH ADVER1ISEMEgTS.
cud inf which he might render himself
ELEur MAYNARD.
We refer 40 that of CitieS of
ti *fol.
No. 5 Locust Street,
LUR BartOU. tit DiltaCtAviat Viitathior
Washington Special to the Baltimore Sun.
too.
Tenneesee
East
vets' prominent
l' eee
General Grant mint know or ought
Re 'Altana. sue iii town. including
Repairing Neatly Executed and Warranted.
Lu
know abo.it every dislitmest post
VA BN/BH,
ntative Honk and Postmaster
and all kinds of
OILS,
Re
PAINTS,
distiller in the Matrger mai
Red.. of Knoxville. It is said that
k
wot
lean
Wiudaw
work,
and full lin of
of
my
own
do
Glass.
Paint
supply
Brusbes,
and
large
•
rent
Also
store
ted-litotes. Very many of them held the object of their visit at this time is
no
pay
As I
sigice under him.
reterenon and sell goods cheaper than houses who do pay rent and Painters General Supplies.
with
Garfield
Gen.
meet
to
Now, it U•iieral Garfield is really
1i Tenneeses politics aud Tenntimee hire workmen. I have on hand the handsomest stock ot
pit
githy
iiffitakiLt —*Int Judge Beek
jla trat
,,This is one of thp,INgest oxstusizst paint koupp.in the Sputbwesk...ed
• repept.st Mg. Houk . is credited 'silver ware sutaktVs•,Ch,tistmea _goods. ever opened in
ii 5MIlishIerD
!I'
'elicit our goods are gaud's:talk'
that the Republicans
file
aimertidu
with
the
to
amid
him
el Grant could do to
would succeed in electing the Senatoi this city.
P. GILSON..
E.
the
against
'
)
Ii
owning
ernintry
and to accomplish
front Tetra',
public blunder,' sus they present them- .
Broadway,
1-88 3m.
-;t1eAt Oik Paducah, STA
hat, the judicious
1 1ts Si,
saeLvers-ef the MIO00-tioepx1.,'
seefit Unrttrgi
• Ms *rule cell at Use White House upon. Mr. lirli nem, rho would tile
•Very RVening with come sr.troi.1.4 ike to be Seatitor, would be very well con.
new G.-1mnd
nits: 'Mr. l'resident
WINDOW SHADES,
remain in the Cabinet. It is
Leriil the Willie 11011•115 tout to
listmock
BABY CARRIAGES,
Garfield
underatoud that - if Gen
.t tie tattooing, ADO I Ui,darstand R011/0- should deride to have a Southeril
order to reduce my stock ot Wall Paper,I will sell
In
FURNI
on is to be here to•morruR. Beware '
prefer
would
he
prices:
Cabinet,
his
in
low (factory)
onto
ALSO PICTURE FRAMES. BRACKETS. ETC.
of toetn. They minted my adminis- roma other person than Mr. Alyruard. at the following
talk id
tration, end IL is ridicuicum
Dr.
The friends of Mr. Myruard hope,
Samples of Wall Paper sent Free by mail
Brown Blanks, per iroll,
Goods at Eastern Price..
eivideervioe• reform with such tallow' therefore.. that if any contingency hits
4
10r.
guaranteed in every Instance.
Satisfaction
application.
Buff,
on
autrut" •
election es Senator could be brought
cir
12c.
With the eider). of such en appoint. about by the promise of official patnitr,
WAHL & NAGLE,
0501. and the Meow. of Judge 1/it- ronnge, Geo. Garfield will nut withhold
18r,
Grounded,
Broadway, Poduevh, Ky.
•terthoetera hundred dollars, and a it.
202
1.38.3m
Mr. Houk *aye that bleynard
- 20r.
-.
Sailins, all kinds, " clear conecietme, Genera. Grant imahl will be the °lily Repubbain midi,get thole comfortably.
.d tie for the Senate.
All other Goods in proportion. Come and try me or
7
send for samples. The abgve prices are just what it cost to
—116 Broadway, Paducah. Ky.—
MONEY FOR GRANT.
house.
my
in
paper
the
put
The reports having all been ac•
GOLD and SILVER WATCHES,
rroae
SOLID GOLD end GOLD PLATED
Ms Philadelphia Frleads have 11200,4100 csipted are filed, Brother Gardner
agin
meets
- and said: "Bel; dis club
Waiting In Rana For Rtes.
--Seth Thomas make, FINE SPECTACLES.
1.A.131UCA.11„
CLOCKS
JEWELRY,
Broadway,
310/5
clio
have
will
keutry
di*
It' people of
—
He calls the attention of the people of Fulton end the purrounding
INILADZI.PWIA. PA. 2. -7- A fond *en 'wider President. I ahall go lode'
toi Tuesday and cast my vote all I
polio
country to the fact that he has recently removed to 116 Broadway, where
of 11100,000, tics been rained in • thie
he will keep constantly en hand •full line of drst-class jewelry.
i y cud will Ise presented to Gen. enk bee', and all o' you am spected to
He will in a few days open an elegant line of'Reed it Barton
.Grant within a shell time. The ides do de came. I shall um up de rest of
Plated Ware, and, as he buys all his goods for cash, takes all the advantages
-originated with one or two of Grant's Ic day in banking op de hottest. Chink. choppite wood and
, ing up crevice,
of cash discounte—his expenses being light. he can sell close, and thus give
perennial friends, who think itin pre
his customers advantages they cannot obtain else% here.
antincome is tu.t sufficiently large to helpin' de old women wid her wanhin.,
suptefrt him in a ety le worthy of an Let sue hope (1st none of you will be
• He thanks the public for their liberal patronage in the past. and hones
.1irr
31M.11-1=1.13
MD.A.MITI
17
mixin' up in any disgraceful purceedIf you have a floe watch
ex-President.
a continuance Of the samo in the future.
for
you
Doan ;orgy politics, ktuta
John M. Forbes and other wealthy
want repaired, and a guarantee put upon it, send it to him by exprme
you
begin
to
dem
men of Brateu were epplied to when doan know mitfia"bout
and he will fix it in the best order known to a firitto:laes workman of many
•
the subj.-et was fired thought of, but wid. Hurrah for no candy date. None HERE WE ARE with with the largest, end by far the cheeped Stock of years experience in the tedious and complex art of watchmaking.
you.
about
'en:
cents
erre
of
two
the New.York Tintra, ex•Presidential
eeennd-hand ready-made Clothing, Gent's Underwear, Hot sehold end Kitchen
finid had got the start, and so Grain's No Matter who am 'hilted or defeated Gociele, including such articles as Cerpets, Beds end Belateads. Stoves, both
bread
own
your
aim
to
got
has
you
'friends here were thrown upon their
heating and evoking, and a general household variety. Fire Arise Watches.,
ewe resources Ti,. Philadelphia fund en' butter. Principles may be worth Jewelry, etc. Boots, Shoe., Hate, etc. These goods are as good as new,
have
stop
you
if
doom,
hut
arter,
and
Grant,
of
um
exolusUrely for the
and can be bought for leo than half price.
xE.• cp.:etoms3n.irwx-orurtertor.
it was stated to-day by one of the most a two-ahillin'job in sight. %%43 will
J. ENGILMAN,Prop.
autimate of the Ginterars friends that now put Out de lights an carouse to
WE DYE TO LIVE and LIVE TO DYEI
the money had all hese raised end was our respectable homes."—Detroit Ft-esGENTS CLOTHING COLORED OR CLEANED.
-deposited in beak. He also paid, Prem.
--0
Y. TERRELL.
W. R. REEVES.
T. F. TERRELLwhile refusing to give the name' of
eobsoribera. that money had been give
I wish to inform the citizens of Fulton and the public generally that I.
The committee in charge of 'Iv, inIse both H.-publicans red Democrats.
am mill in the Dyeing and Clothes Cleaning Hominess at my same
Within a few dem acoording to the tere.ts of the Tummies bondholders
old place. No. 208 Locust street, Paducah, Ky.. where
present programme, Gen. Grant, will advise their clients to demand more
PROPRIETORS
am pr pared to Dye all kiwis of goods except
We ad vied Mr. Kelly,
Cotton. Wearing apparel a specialty.
be invited here, and tine $100,000 will than
the Chairman of this committee, to.
be presented to him.
your work done well and cheap bring or send it to me. gas,
want
you
If
accept 50-4 also that measure was
money iv having your old clothes made to look as good as new.
CORNZR MAIN AND JEFFERSON STREET,
before the people. Had he douse •ro,
1 can Dye all kinds of Gents and Ladies goods in plain
... • in authoritative form, the debt would
Madame Arielina Patti is ea.
or fancy colors. Satisfaction guaranteed to all.
Y.
PADUCAH,
have taken a great liking to Wagger' pow b. settled. He declined itt most
K. . HOSE.
music, and is now studying the part pointed terms to take our advice, and
208 Locust Street. Paducah,lipof Else In "Lohengrin" of which she we printed his letter. We now warn
1..38 Ord
is espeoially fond. *bile site was In him and his associates that they have
Berlin lately this opera was givea at committed 'serious blunder in advis
I. Mi. MURK'HEY.
bar particular rarest., Madame Mal- ling the w:thdrawal of the 80-6 pro.
WIT"
linger being the ides. Patti listened position. The bondholders will issuer
with rapt 'amours, and appeared to get more than that---,they will hardly
--1111111313CC11"
--get so much. We speak as one knowbe enchanted.
ing the sentiments and intentions of
KENTLICIrilk%
Wiscruisatz DIALEIVI
DUC All,
tbe majority of the 1)410PIP in referPrim* Blemerk is now in bout acme to this matter. We believe the
!ankh sad spirits than for a long tine Stets owes every dollar the fate of the
i eat; his coulter:,life be. built up his bond calla for, but that belief has
Maisellastarees of
strength wonderfully. Hs bee resam• teething to do with the pre.til quer,
ed hi. daily Mee, and talks of Sno- tint, ot attlement.—C(jbtalanoogs Engines and Boilers, Hetes Fronts, Building Casting,, Dng Irises, Brass
and Iron, Castings.
uts' Dolt year.
Tones.)

x. MC7MINa\TON,
ItZt.,TVAAIN1111116

OCEEIEsI

H. D. MURPHEY & CO.

ith.;:Zeek•CO.
208 Bittadway,

R. H.PAGE,Druggist
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POWER PERFECTED IN WEAKNESS
WE HAVE GOOD KIJYE112 loorthis Area. If
lag for real es1;te
y** want to
property, call or
cse Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
renneseee; phone 479-2661.

FOR SALE: Show cases, countera, mirrors, fixtures; we are going
out of business. Grisham's Mens
Wear, Fulton.
FOR SALE: SPINET PIANO

FOR SALE

Wanted, responsible panty to
take over low monthly payments
REAL ESTATE
on a spinet piano. Can be seen locally. Write Credit Manzger, P. 0.
3 bedroom brick horn., enclosed Box 270, Shelbyville, Indiana.
garage, located on Circle Drive,
South Fulton. Convenient to FOR SALE: Registered Angus
Siegel plant
$1350000 bulls, 12 to 17 months old, priced
2 bedrcem horn*, located on Vaneil reasonably. Also one Keystone catStreet, South Fulton, large fenced ., dehorner, like new. Harold
lot
$8,500.00 luzLall, 479-2928.

01101

marmot

4 Acres, and nice small modern
home, located 4 miles North of
Water Valley would like to trade
for house in Fulton, Air Conditioned, plenty of kitchen cabinets,
small barn, fenced.
Priced at
$8,000.00
62 Acres, small house, 5 acres hog
fenced, located on Highway 45,
North of Water Valley. 40 acres
of bean land, rest will clean up.
Will Trade
$12,000.00
47 Acres, just North of Cayce, Kentucky, Ideal building site, old
house that can be used as summer•home or barn, good fences
and over 800 ft. of frontage on
blacktop. FROM INTERSECTION AT CAYCE, GO EAST
APPROX. ONE AND ONE HALF
MILES AND OUR SIGNS WILL
IDENTIFY THE LAND. Cattle
will pay for this and you can
build later.
Our 1114tng price
$12,000.00
5 Acres, located at edge of Fulton
on Blacktop, nice new two bedroom frame home, electric heat,
completely modern, secluded,
room for another house, has City
Water, will consider trade.
Priced at
$10,500.00

any
Slug
for
Eioe;

•
U

INEXPENSIVE HOtAg,4"
West State Line, frame, older house
in excellent location, could be
used as two apartments.
Vacant and ready
8500.00
On Maple Avenue, 5 rooms and
bath, extra deep lot, house in good
shape, vacant and ready $4250.00

lin'of
On Fourth Street, easy walking
distance to everything, will sell
house -an& furniture complete.
has garage, is frame and is in
perfect location for Seigel plant
and anything downtown. (Call us
for price)
On Fifth Street, nice four room
house and bath, small lot, recently redecorated On inside and will
paint on outside.
$4000.00

Wick Smith,
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1292

SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high-quality coinoperated dispensers in your area.
No selling. To qualify you must
have car, references, $600 to $2,900
cash. Seven to twelve hours weekly
can net excellent monthly income.
More full time. For personal interview write WINDSOR DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, 6 (A) N. BALPH
AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202.
Include phone number.

SOMETHING TO SELL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER?
If you knocked on 17 doors in
the Fulton trod* area every day,
for the next year, you will visit
the same number of homes as
read this Page every week.

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
Living room suite, like
NOUN
IOW
3-Piece bedroom, Moe
$140.00
new
(Complete with matttess and
$19111.110)
box springs
$60.00
Dirwthr suite, 6 chairs
$10.00
Extra-good mattress
$29.95
Odd Divan, Good
3. Piece bedroom suite
'(Bed dresser
asa
1.10:110
robe)
$.5 each
Bed springs,
$15 and up
Refrigerators,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Corns in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not adverlised I

WADE'S USED
Fulton

Furniture Store
Phone 4724421

FOURTH ANNUAL SALE

ATED
LES.
1.7.

nind ing
, where
Silver.
wages
us give

i hope
11 watch
ex prow
•f many

REGISTERED ARMS
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Sale will behold 5 miles North of Union City on
Highway 5 to State Line Road. Then West 1 Mile
at the C. A.Lefts Farm.
TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1968- 12:30

-SELLING10 Bulls - - - 62 Females
ORION COUNTY ANGUS ASSOCIATION
For Catalogues: Contact Charles Cannon
P.0. Box 6, Fulton, Ky.

I 'di. I OR sti.i.

1.ki

211...C. W.BUIROW and ROY P.TAYLOR. Broker'
56 acres of good land, with
good house and barn, plenty of
106 acres of good land with a
outbuildings. Located south of
new 2-bedroom brick house, all
Dukedom-Latham Highwa y.
modern coevenfaces, Ph miles
Make us an offer.
,
east of Moscow, Ky., on black31 acres of land, well improw
topped road. Price has been reeat on black-topped road north
duced for quick sale on this
of the One-and-Ail Clubhouse in
place and it is really a good
Kentucky.
buy.
51 acres of well improved
112 acres of goodfarm land
land, located on the Austin
located on blacktopped road near
Springs black-topped road in
Ruthville, Tenn.
Weakley County. Offered for
37 acres of well-Improved hill
sale because of owner's health.
land on Highway $1 near CrutchMake us an offer,
field, Ky. Mae us an offer:.
se acres, new 5-bedroom brick
Da Beres of extra good Ian&
house, new barn. Located on
well improved. Located mouthblack-topped road. This is one
west of Latham, Tenn. This Is
of the best farms in Hiekman
Gee of the bat farms in WeakCounty, Ky.
ley County. Priced to sell.
:1-11111tM
ALSO HAVE

If you dial a certain Bombe in
Hopkinsville a receptionist will
answer,"Mr. Breathitrs office."
Edward T. Breathitt no longer occupies the governor's suite
of offices at the rear of Ste Capitol in Frankfort. He has moved
the austere looking law boob
Into the office of Trimble, Sawyers and Breathitt in the Planters Bank Building in Hopkinsvilla.
Some men thrive on power
and hate to 160ve high Office.
Others are overawed by their
responsibilities and gladly welcome their successors.
Breathitt looks iron It as "a
sort of relaxing experlace, bolos away from the prelim:eel
public office." He doesn't sound
like a man sad to leave, but
neither does he sound glad to
be gone.
"Oh, I've been 'going atltuildIng up my law practice sOwly,
there are a lot or loose ends you
know," he says. •
t,spa,htt,dcaprl some re*.
tilib in one of man's oldest
pursuits-hunting. Western Kentucky's rolling countryside
swan
abounds in wild fowl
game and Breathitt DO' spent
iralldne'litrough
time
a lot of
fields of broom-sage looking for
them.
He still gets "quite a bit" of
mail, and since returning to his
home in Hopkintrville, has divided his time between opening the
family's home, rebuilding a law
practice and answering mail.
Breathitt has received "many"
requests to speak at club luncheon and other meetings but
plans "to denite the next six
months to reestablishing a law
practice and personal des in my
own."
All of the children are back
In school in Hopktorrille except
Mary Fran, the hided, who Is
a senior and is f I 11.1 shing hi
Frankfort.
Breathitt disavows any immediate political plans other
than ordinary party support. He
makes It clear however, that he
will support Katherine Peden In
her bid to gala the Senate seat
now held by Republica Thieston B. Morton.
Breathitt says-las Feder
was anon the first to voice
support for him when he decided to seek the governor's office and be phIll to reciprocate.
"Sian bona a loosens friend
of mins," be says.'Ws IMO on
the dabdisi team together to
high whoa 111 be very happy to
support her."
In spite of a recent trip to
Wald:mat and a via with the
Preadult, Breaddtt says be has
no pentad political ambitions.
He was In lthabloglon on business with the National Demo
erode Corondose and had what

a

. .4
.0 1.0' 10.410J
:
A

he describes as "just a personal
visit" with President Johnson.
Breathitt says the content of
a chat with the President should
be left to the discretion of the
President to disclose but adds
cannily, "I wouldn't say we
didn't discuss politics."
Of the recent gubernatorial
election in which Democrat
iWard was defeated by
Republican Louie B. Nunn,
ileir
Breathitt says no "serious darnage was done to the party."
He says the defection of formar Gov. A. B. Chandler front
the Democratic ran k s ir
November characterizes "t h e
history of the party in ow
state." It gives everyone
chance to get rid of their problems and grievances.
Breathitt has made so official
Asks to Frankfort since leaving office. Be says it is inappropriate for a recent governor
to "dabble" in the, legislature,
and has returned obljr to- visit
-.And'CtillaCT
the executive mansion.
He says he will remain active in the party, and plans to

TENCO TRACTOR PARTS CO.
Complete winter fronts $35.55
111 Broadway-Sulk Fallen
PHONE-479-2225

CLIFFORD FERGUSON- Owner

support "all the Democratic
candidates this year-Congress,
Senate, vice president and president"

IZ/AEL
??
Ken 19.. a student of economies,
asks: "I've read
that business is
in the 'doldrums '! What
does that
mean?"
The term "doldrums" actually
refers to•region
of calms and
light variable
winds at ves near the Equator - in
other words, a place where there is
little stirring!
"What are the odd-looking letters on the sides of Russian aircraft?" asks K. M., a European
traveler.
,r;Those.irilesra ate frOtp.tbal Ortar...,i
lic alphabet, an ancient-system attributed to the Apostle Cyril. it contains 41
r
1pgrAut sv, compared to our
alphal s 26.

CITY AUTO LICENSE
Now on Sale. Deadline Widnight, Kara
31, 1968; $2.50 penalty April 1,1968, Piss
fine if given a ticket.

City of
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

CORN GROWERS
Plow-Down Your Plant Food Now
Later On You'll Say "Wow!"
Do this:
Call your Southern States Cooperative
Agency. Have the Southern States
Spreader Truck come and spread your
phosphate, potash and part of your
nitrogen now. Then plow it down.

Get this:
Get up to 10% bigger yields-compared with disked-in application, as
proven by State Colleges. You get the
plant food down where roots and moisture are. Other benefits: decreased soil
compaction ... no wet spring problems
. .. less push at planting season. Plowdown pays plenty!

SPECIALS ON
USED FURNITURE
,Living room suites
Dinette writes

$12-.40 net

Electric stoves
Gas stoves

WA up
-

Elec. Refrigeraters
New

$12.21 up

$3030

lied brines

Reminder: Your vasslands

$11.110 wir
VA

92 Rugs

should be fed now too.

ow

-

SY.
,
0010

official visits to Frankfort, explaining it
would be inappropriate to dabble In legislative matters. Breathitt says be will remain
active in Democratic politics and will support all of the party's candidates.

Breathitt Rebuilding Law
Practice In Hopkinsville

&ow itiow,
smeAdoit Aram

•""'"•:,

C7

--(AP Wirephoto.)

FORMER GOVERNOR RELAXES-Former
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt looks open his return to private law prattles in Hopidnevill•
as a relaxing experience. Shim be left office two months ago, Breathitt has made no

To Paul was committed the great- tian knows that with Intinaming
est revelation of all time. He was health and "good forme," mem
diviorls commissioned to proclaim., the tendency to forget ow need et
the glorious all-sufficiency of Christ's Him, while infirmity causes ass.
redemptite work. God's offer of sal- lean harder and to pray more and
tation by free grace to all who trust this is where our spiritual power
in Christ and their heavenly posi- lies. Every believer should 4474110141tion. blessings and prospect.
edge this and my with Paul:
Lest he should become puffed up
Most gladly therefore will I
bt the glut-) of these great truths.
rather glory in my Infirmities. that
God gar him what he calls "a
the power of Christ ma) rest upon
thorn in the flesh," an aggratating
me. Therefore I take pleasure In
phtsie.al infirmity of Nome sort. "Fr,
infirmities . . for when I ass weak,
this thing." he says. "I besought the
then an, I strong" (Vera, 9.I0)
Lord thrice, that it might depart
Infirmities of the flesh are mamfrom me" (II Cor. 12:8). But the
Lord knew better than Paul what mon even to God's choicest saints
IVhat sandaction there is then. in
was hest for him:
"And He said unto me, My grace just believing God's Word: "My
is sufficient for thee; Mt strength is grace if sufficient for thee, for My
made perfect in weakness" O'er. 9). strength is made perfect in srealt•
How right God was! Every Chris ness."

O.

Call Your SOUTHERN STATES Cr

MT' Agency Now

Thursday, February 22, 1968
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PURE - CANE
Godchaux Or Colonial

With $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobacco

1/2 Gallon Bleach

PUREX

SUGAR 5

LL

1

Frosty Acres

14-oz.

Heinz

184zApple
Apple Grape
$1
.
b•r"
1ys

KraftB,A

know,

Catsup 4/$1.00 sall

84ea.

Swift
Chicken & Dumplings

Sunset Gold

2/15c _Biscuits

With $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobacco

Gaspar

89c Chili

3/25c3lb.

15-oz.

180
15-oz.

Camp Fire

4/$1.00 Tamales 4/$1.00

Frozen Orange

2
JUICE

CANS

FOR

29-on.

Sacramento

/flavor Kist

Blackburn Waffle
12-0Z.

__ 1 Pride-of-Illinois 17-oz

Blue Bennett

Parkay

Solid

1
LETTUCE .1'PICNICS 300
Crackers lb. 33c Peaches 3/$1.00 Syrup

lb. 15c Oleo

lk Oleo

Icehurg Green - Crisp

lb. 2k i Oleo

lb. 29c Corn

Reelfoot Smoked

LB.

INew Green

Crisp Pascal

Mild Yellow

Cabbage lb.71/2'iOnions

lb. Sc Celery

stalk

lk

Red Good

Potatoes

00

Ground Hourly

Fresh

10 lb / Neck Bones
Bacon Ends
Fat Back.
vs

3k

Pork

Meaty
111.

1kr

Home Made

Pork

lb. 39c Liver

Jowls

Back Bone lb.29c Picnics lb. 49c

1st Cu!

Beef

lb. 39c Sausa e lb. 39c

Liver

Pork

lb. 49c Chops
Armour

Houser Valley Sliced

ACON
Norton

TV

Sea Food

Marion Creme

Dinner 9-oz. 5k

Pies 14-oz. 2k Dinners

11-oz.

HOURS
MON - THURS.
8— 7
FRL - SAT.
8 -9
SUNDAY
9-'7
FOR YOUR
CONVENVOICE

Sliced

39c Ilam

Prr Rrrz CHERAY
STORE

Center Cut

LB.
Pork

lb. 69c Cutlets lb. 69c

All Meal

FRANKS

LW

PIES 20-oz. 4k

All Kee;

River

lb. 9k Catfish

LENTEN SEASON
BEGINS NEXT WEEK

LARGEST FOOD
STORE IN TOWN!
BIGGEST UMW!
FRIENDLIEST PEOPLE TO SERVE YOU!

_

Sliced

HAMBURGER.
31 CHOPS
Sliced

4/89c

AMMORICAN
ILXPRItee

SOLO MEM

**asa/fifta1emesawfre~PeIeboftio.boosiemPetwft•

Sliced

llOi.
PKG.

Imitation

ti89c Bologna lb. 5k Bolo

Catfish Frozen

Fillet

lb. 39c

